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Introduction

• This project combines established areas of 
geographical thought on disasters and natural 
hazards with emerging work on emotion and 
affect

• Why relocation? Insider/outsider, placing the 
research

• Emotion and affect = focus on collectivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I aim to combine established area of geographical thought on disasters and natural hazards with emerging work on emotion and affectI argue that relocation is generally under-researched, especially considering permanent relocationI am not from CHCH, nor do I have close family there so it was personally important for me to conduct research that felt comfortable which meant focusing on people who had relocated to my regionI consider emotion and affect and intimately connected rather than as separated out. Regardless of where one stands on this debate emotional/affective intensities are not neatly confined to the body of the individual experiencing them, and so I am highlighting collecitvity 



Christchurch’s Earthquakes
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So far Christchurch has experienced 2 years of intense earthquakes and aftershocks, they began on 4th September 2010 with a 7.1 magnitude jolt.September’s earthquake and aftershocks caused major damage and trauma but no fatalities However 5.5 months later on 22nd Feb 2011 – a 6.3 magnitude earthquake shallow and close to the CBD cause $20-30 billion NZD in damage and 185 fatalitiesAftershocks continue to hit the region with three or more instances of increased damage including 13th June 2011 and then just before Christmas in 2011. The website that monitors seismic activity has numbered aftershocks in the thousandsToday 1350 buildings in the CBD have been demolished and vast tracts of suburban homes have been pulled down or are zoned for demolitionMany people left CHCH, this study encompasses the experiences of people who moved to the Waikato region



When I say I couldn’t get to my son and I was terrified and
I was crying and I didn’t know if my son was OK—I mean,
there were power-lines down and silt [from liquefaction]
with raw sewerage up to my waist in parts—it was just a
nightmare! And I don’t think people can understand what
it’s like to not know if your child is OK, or to weigh up
risking the child in your arms for the child where you
don’t know what’s happened to them! That’s one thing
about moving up here [relocating to Waikato], it’s like a
different world. The reality is people just don’t know,
they don’t realise, that it’s not over quickly—it’s not like
you move away and everything’s OK, that it’s finished
(Interview 2 February 2012).
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This quote is from a relocated respondent who is talking about CHCH’s major earthquake on 22nd Feb.She lived in a suburb called Dallington which was severely damaged and couldn’t use her car which was tipped over.She describes taking her young baby with her to find her 5 year old son who was at a nearby school



Context: Leaving Christchurch

• Predominantly families with children who 
were renting in Christchurch and lived in 
severely damaged areas

• Three strikes and you are out!
Almost half of respondents relocated after third major 
earthquake

• No.1 reason for relocating to Waikato – the 
perceived geological stability of the region
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Economically, respondents tended to be from either end of the scale, the middle presumably ‘stuck’ with financial responsibilities such as mortgages, insurance payouts, land and building assessment Timing is important , almost half of the respondents moved after 13th June, therefore they had survived and cleaned up after 3 major earthquakesOnly two households had family in the Waikato region, and one had links with Tainui Iwi (the indigenous people of the area)



Theory: examining emotion and affect

• Collectivity – aligning bodies with the wider 
milieu (after Spinoza)

• Ahmed (2004) Cultural politics of emotion to 
explore how emotions and affect create surfaces 
and boundaries that people are shaped by

• Proximity and connection: what bodies are doing
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While definitions of affect remain relatively unfixed, most definitions include a sense of push in the world (Thrift 2004), a force or focus on energy as bodily capacities.  Affects in Spinoza’s definition are basically ways of connecting to others and to other situationsSara Ahmed (2004) Cultural politics of emotion to consider the movement of bodies toward and away from one another through racism.  This process of being moved by someone or something folds into embodiment and therefore the body is viewed as relational rather than as static.  How we feel about others aligns us within a collective and allows us to track the emergence of feelings in common



Methods: exploring narratives

 Semi-structured interviews and focus groups

Changing spaces of research, moving closer –
being closer

 Empathy, bodily affects and non-conscious 
‘communication’, intense analytics
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In October and November 2011 I conducted semi-structured interviews with 20 households and a small focus groupRespondents were curious about other  people from Cantabury and most were feeling isolated from the earthquake dialogue , support networks and generally from loved ones and people who “know how it is”The research started out in private households, but quickly spilled out into spontaneous focus groups in restaurants, parks and picnic grounds as the desire to be a collective group grewThe group was officially named Cantabrians in Waikato and I remain in contact with participants and have just conducted follow-up interviews with five families Alongside interview transcripts, I observed and recorded empathetic exchanges, emotions and paid close attention to  what bodies are doing and where (including heat, sweat, tears, mannerisms etc.) plus smell, noise and impressions and of course their lack, in silence and stillness



Discussion: bodily proximity

• Because buildings had fallen down, we were all driving in the centre of the 
road and I looked at her when we stalled, she looked so afraid and so 
fragile, I just reached out and held her hand for a while ... Just connecting 
with her and getting comfort somehow from holding her hand (Interview 7 
October 2011) 
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Read and explain quoteElspeth Probyn (2004) talks about what bodies are doing in the the post-impact phase of 9/11. The warmth of another body, she argues, being held and holding is a momentary balm for frayed nerve endingsThis is what I found too when respondents described Christchurch



Proximate bodies: 

Christchurch
•Essential service meeting 
areas
•Checking on neighbours
•Living with family and friends

Waikato
•Desire for face to face 
interaction
•Hamilton Botanical gardens 
picnic
•Memorial 22/2/2012   Standing 
as ‘one’
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This is what we expect to see in the post-disaster environment, community spirit in the aftermath.  These are Cantabrian students mobilised by social media (FB) to help remove tonnes of silt from liquefaction in the eastern suburbs of ChristchurchRespondents often lived in one room, slept in one room, when going shopping everyone went etc.Embodied closeness and alignment has been traced into relocated  spaceTried to set up FB page, but not really used – face to face proximity desiredExplain picnic – 30th Jan 2012 – although I expected to be the social conduit and spend my time introducing everyone, in fact, it was a convivial event.  People sat close together, shared food, made music, the kids running together.  Walking past it would have been surprising to know these people had met for the first time...Memorial 22/2/12 – inner city cafe, video link-up.  When time came to remember the time of the major earthquake at 12.51 people stood close, linked arms, rested heads on shoulders, held hands – they took up less than half the space of the cafe.



When bodies move away

• Abandonment of Christchurch and rebuild

• Leaving family and friends, work colleagues and neighbours

• Removing children from loved ones and familiar 
environment (home, school, sports)

• I mean she [daughter] pretty much got taken away—it 
wasn’t just the whole earthquakes which was pretty 
scary—but I had moved them away from everything they 
had known and everyone who had loved them [trails off] 
(Interview 2 February 2011)
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Ahmed’s work points to a relational understanding – how people relate to one another in a collective, but also, how they are marked by their experiences - emotions create surfaces and boundaries that people are shaped by, By experiencing not only the trauma of the earthquakes, but also the trauma of moving awayThere is a significant amount of guilt about ‘turning their backs on Christchurch’ and especially on the people who they’d already shared many hardships with



Conclusion

• Affect encompasses the dynamic connections 
between psychosocial, physical and unconscious 
dimensions of experience

• Cannot neatly separate out emotions and affect 
from places

• Being proximate and connected to other 
Cantabrian people has been desired and 
important for respondents because trauma 
continues into relocated space
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Presentation Notes
Affect encompasses the dynamic connections between psychosocial, physical and unconscious dimensions of experience which focuses on what bodies are doingCannot neatly separate out emotions and affects from places, rather the relationship is porous, entangled and complexTherefore, being proximate and connected to other Cantabrians has been desired and important for respondents – because trauma continues into relocated space



Any Questions?
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